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Dear Mr. Golden:
PNM Resources, Inc. appreciates the opportunity to respond to the Proposed Accounting
Standards Update. Leases (the “ED”).
PNM Resources. Inc. is a diversified energy company in the United States with approximately
$5.4 billion of assets, $1.6 billion in annual revenues, and almost $1.0 billion in market
capitalization. Our subsidiaries and affiliates are involved in the generation, transmission and
distribution of electricity, as well as energy management and other energy-related services
primarily in New Mexico and Texas.
With respect to leasing. we utilize leasing fairly extensively as the lessee, but only have minor
actiities as the lessor. Accordingly, most of our comments come from the perspective of a
lessee rather than a lessor. We are a lessee under arrangements covering portions of two units of
a nuclear power plant, a major transmission line, office buildings, and radio antenna space. We
also lease nearly 500 vehicles and have approximately 200 leases for office equipment. In
addition, we have numerous agreements with government agencies and Native American tribes
coering rights-of-way for our facilities to be sited on their lands.
0\erall. ‘.e support the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“F\SB”) in ts objective to
de eiop accounting prinLlples that enhance the transparency and rele ance of tinancal taecment
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esult ifl if Tipr(wLmcrt n acont ng principlcs Heer, wc are conccrned that some t the
provisions proposed in the bD necessary to implement the basic concepts svill be extremely
dIfficult and time consuming, will introduce significant amounts of subjectivity into the process.
iid will he rv difficult to iudd Ihese issues, as descrihcd in more dtail herein. ausc us to
hd ie e tnat the co.ts ot imp
cmentinu the ED as proposed will greatl outweigh the benefits of
1
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If the FASB does not feel it can make changes to the ED that will address the significant
concerns raised by us, as well as others, to a final standard to be implemented in a practical and
cost effective manner, we recommend the current accounting for leases be retained.
Alternatively, the current accounting for operating leases could be amended to require that
liabilities for future lease payments and offsetting right-of-use assets be recorded based on
discounted contractually obligated lease payments that are determined under existing standards.
Our responses to the Questions for Respondents and other specific comments are presented
below.
Question 1: Lessees
(a) Do you agree that a lessee should recognize a right—of—use asset and a liability to make lease
payments? W
iv or why not? Ifnot, what alternative model would you propose and why?
t
(b) Do you agree that a lessee should recognize amorti:arion ojthe right—of—use asset and
interest on the liability to make lease payments? Why or why not? ff not, what alternative model
would you propose and why?
We agree with these basic concepts. However, as set forth in response to other questions below,
we believe there are significant issues with respect to certain items that will make it impractical
and cost prohibitive to implement the ED as proposed.
Question 2: Lessors
(a) Do you agree that a lessor should apply (i,) the perfbrmance obligation approach if the lessor
retains exposure to significant risks or benefits associated with the underlying asset during or
after the expected lease term and (ii) the derecognition approach otherwise? Why or why not? If
not, what alternative approach would you propose and wh?
(b) Do you agree with the boards ‘proposals/br the recognition ofassets, liabilities, income and
expenses for the performance obligation and derecognition approaches to lessor accounting?
Why or why not? If not, what alternative model would you propose and win,’?
(c) Do you agree that there should be no separate approach/br lessors with leveraged leases, as
is currently provided/br under US GAAP (paragraph BCi5)? Ifnot, why not? What approach
should be applied to those leases and why?
We agree with these concepts. However, many entities not in the leasing business will he a
lessor under arrangements that are ancillary to their business model. For example, an entity may
own or lease a building and lease or sub-lease a minor portion of that building to others. It
would not seem necessary to comply with the presentation and disclosure requirements fir these
arrangements and possibly for the accou.ntin..g requirements as well .Aithough these arrangements
likely would not be material, rather than having to rely on a materiality determination, we think
the FASB should address these situations.
Question 3: Short—term leases
Jhis xpoui e Lii jft p opos that a Ic
am a ksso, n ui apph t/z tot/on tag siniphited
requirements to short-term leases, defined in Appendix A as leases/or which the maximum
possible lease term, including options to renew or extend, is 12 months or less:
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(a it the date of inception o/a lease, a lessee that has a short-term lease may elect on a leaseby-lease basis to measure, both at initial measurement and subsequently, (i,) the liability to make
lease payments at the undiscounted amount of the tease payments and (ii the right—of—use asset
at the undiscounted amount ot lease pai’,ncnts plies initial direct costs. Sue/i lessees would
recognize lease payments in the income sin remnent over the lease terni i’paragraph 6-h.
th) ,lt the date of inception 07 a lease, a lessor that has a short-term lease may elect on a leaseby-lease basis not to recognize assets and liabilities arising from a short-term lease in the
statement offinancial position, nor derecognize any portion of the underlying asset. Such lessors
would continue to recognize the underlying asset in accordance iiith other Thpics amztl would
recognize lease paiments in the income statement over the lease term (paragraph 6.
i’See also paragraphs BC4 / BC46. i
Do you agree that a lessee or a lessor should account br short—term leases in this way? JJizy or
why not? If not, what alternative approach would you propose and why?
We agree with a simplified approach regarding short-term leases. However, we see no basis for
differentiating between lessees and lessors with respect to short-term arrangements. If lessors
are allowed to elect not to record assets and liabilities on these arrangements, allowing lessees to
do so as well will not undermine the faithful representation of financial statements.
While we understand the logic presented in paraaphs BC39-40 regarding non-core assets, we
believe the FASB should develop a practical accommodation for high-volume low-dollar leases.
For example. we, as well as many other entities, currently lease many of our vehicles under
master lease arrangements that are constructed to meet operating lease criteria under existing
accounting standards. These arrangements provide for an initial term of less than 12 months, but
contain renewal options that extend beyond that. The arrangements may provide for residual
guarantees, excess mileage charges. etc. There is an obvious relationship among these factors in
that the longer the term (i.e., the more renewal options assumed exercised), the lower residual
guarantees would be, but the more likely excess mileage charges would beincurred. This would
indicate an extensive matrix of possible future payments and result in a significant amount of
subjectivity in the decision making process. The process would be very difficult to audit and
would likely result in increased audit fees, as well as significant internal costs. We currently
have nearly 500 vehicles under lease. The initial assessment of these on an individual basis will
be a large task, as will the proposed periodic reassessment. Similar arrangements exist for many
entities with respect to minor equipment items such as copiers and computers. We believe the
concepts set forth in the ED would be more readily received by preparers if the FASB were to
dcx elop a practical alternative to deal with such arrangements. t a minimum, we suggest that a
final standard ackn sw ledge these types of arrangements and that it would be appropriate to
develop averages, groupings, or surrogates in accountina for them.
Definition

of a lease

This exposure draft proposes to define a lease as a contract iii ihich the rig/mt to use a specified
asset or assets is conveyed, for a period of time, in exchange for consideration (Appendix 1,
paragraphs’ B! B4 and BC 29 B( ‘32) 7 his i. spo s urc di aft also propo se.s guidance on
distinguishing herii ecu a leasr and a contra t that i’pr s nts a purchase or sale (paragraphs 8,
P9, B/U and BC59 B( 62 and on distinguishing a lease from a cL’l’vi-e cüntract (pam graphs
B! B4andB(Z’9 B(’32.’.
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Question 3
(a) Do you agree that a lease is dc/med appropriately? Why or u hi not? 1,1 not, what alternative
definition would you propose and why?
(b Do you agree with the criteria in paragraphs B9 and Bi Ofor distinguishing a lease from a
contract that represents a purchase or sale? Win’ or is hi’ not? If not, what alternative criwria
would von propo.5e and s h ?
(ci Do iou think that the guidance in paragraphs B1—B4 for distinguishing leases from service
coiitrcicts is ti/ficieiit? Why or why itor? If not, what additional guidance do iou think is
necessary and nhv?
The definition of a lease states there is an exchange of consideration. Although limited, there
could be situations where a right to use an asset is granted without consideration. These
situations could come v. ithin the scope of literature covering non-monetary exchanges or related
party transactions, but the FASB should consider addressing these types of situations.
It would also be helpfiul if the scope section addressed the need to readdress arrangements that
are or are not currently accounted for as leases based on determinations made at their inception
under accounting literature in effect at that time. See additional discussion under Question 16
below.
Scope
Question 5: Scope exclusions
This expos nrc draft proposes that a lessee or a lessor should app/v the proposed guidance to all
/eases, including leases ofright_ofuse assets in a sublease, except leases of intangible assets,
leases of biological assets and leases to explore for or use minerals, oil, natural gas and similar
non-regenerative resources (paragraphs 5 and Bc33—BC46,).
I)o von agree with the proposed scope of the proposed guidance? Why or why not? If not, what
alternative scope would you propose and why?
alternative scope would you propose and why?

We are uncertain as to the benefit of delaying addressing intangible assets at this time. If this
provision is retained in a final standard, we believe it should be further clarified. For example,
paragraph 5(a) states intangible assets are excluded, but paragraph BC36 states
intangible
assets are excluded, This could lead to varying interpretations and inconsistencies. As an
example. it might be concluded that a license to use a patent would be excluded, but a computer
soft’a are license iould not. Specificalh addressing computer soft are licenses for a licensee
ould he helpful since t is unclear to us hether the fall xithin the ASC Topic 35() definition
of intangible Assets. See comments under Question 3 regarding the need to address highvolume low-dollar leases.
Question 6: Contracts that contain service coniponents and lease components
Thi5 caposurc draft proposes that lessees and lessors should app/i tile guidance in proposed
lecounting Standards Lclate, Rcvt’nue Recognition (ipic 6115: Revcnue /10,11 (ontract ii trh
Cietoniers, to a distinct service component of a untract that cotztain service compunents and
lease componc nts (paragraphs 6, B5 B and B( ‘4—BC54} lithe service L omponeni in a
contract that contains scr ice components and lease components is not distinct:
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a) The EASB proposes the lessee and lessor should apply the lease accounting requirements to
the combined contract.
(b) The IASB proposes that:
(ii A Iescee should apply the iCU5C accounting requirements to the combined contract.
(ii) a lessor that applies the pcr/brmance obligation approach should appli the lease accounting
requirements to the combined contract.
(iii a lessor that applies the derecognition approach should account for the lease component in
accordance with the lease requirements, and the service component in accordance ith the
guidance in the cwpos ore draft on revenue /.om contracts with customers.
Do iou agree u ith either approach to accounting ftr leases that contain service and lease
components? JJiiv or uhr not? TI not. hoii u ould ‘ou account for contracts that contain both
service and lease components and why?
We believe the IASB approach is more theoretically supportable. However, it would introduce
additional subjectivity and inconsistency into the process. so we would recommend following the
FASB approach unless the terms of the service component are readily and objectively
determinable.

The ED appears to contemplate that a final standard for the Revenue Recognition project will be
issued before one for Leases. If that is not the case, the final standard for Leases should specify
the accounting required for the service component rather than referring to an exposure draft.
Question 7: Purchase options
This exposure draft proposes that a lease contract should he considered terminated when an
option to purchase the underlying asset is exercised. Thus, a contract would be accounted/or as
a purchase (by the lessee) and a sale (by the lessor) when the purchase option is exercised
(paragraphs 8, BC63 and BC64,).
Do iou agree that a lessee or a lessor should account for purchase options on/v when they are
exercised? Why or why not? ff not. how do iou think that a lessee or a lessor should account for
purchase options and why?
We agree.

Measurement
This e.posure draft proposc’s that a lcsee or a lessor should measure assets and liabilities
arising Jrom a lease on a basis that:
(a) assumes the longest possible term that is more likely than not to occur, taking into account
the effect of any options to extend or terminate the lease (paragraphs 13, 34, 51, Rio B20 and
BCI!4—BC.
2
7
’i;
inciud’s in the least paiments conrincent rentals and cspectedpavtnentc under term optIon
penalties and residual value guarantees specifIed b the lease b using an cpected outcome
technique (paragraphs 14, 35, 36. 52, 53, B21 and BCI2J -J3C13]) Lessorv should only include
those contingent rentals and expected payments under term option penalties and residual alue
guarantees that can be reliably measured.
(c is updated hen changes in facts or circumstances mndicatc that there is a sign itlcant chamigc
in the lmahiiirt to ma/ce Lose pacmcnts or in the right to rci cii c lease paimenls arising Thilu
(hI
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changes in the lease term or contingent payments, including expected pavnlents under term
option penalties and residual value guarantees, since the previous reporting period (paragraphs
17, 39, 56 and BC132-BC135j.
Ouetioiz 8: Lease term

Do you agree that a lessc’e or a lcs5or should determine the lease term as the longest possible
term that is more likely than not to occur taking into account the effect of an y options to extend
or terminate the lease? Why or why not? Ilnot, how do you propose that a lessee or a lessor
should determine the lease term and why?
The basic concepts of the ED arc to record a liability for lease pa\ments at the inception of the
lease and to record a right-of-use asset equal to that liability. To include periods in the
determination of the lease term that are beyond the contractual obligation period stated in the
agreement records an obligation that does not legally exist and is not legally enforceable, as well
as requiring a subjective judgment about future decisions, which will be made based on
circumstances that exist at that time. Accordingly. we do not believe lease payments beyond the
contractual obligation period meet the definition of liabilities and option periods should be
excluded from the determination of the lease term. However, we would not object to the
inclusion of periods where renewal is reasonably assured, such as bargain renewals.
If the FASB chooses to include options in the lease term determination, we would point out that
similar to issues discussed in response to Question 3 above, there will be a lot of subjectivity in
the assessment of the longest possible lease term that is more likely than not to occur. The
possibility of renewal will be influenced by numerous business and economic factors, both
internal and external to the entity. These factors will lead to entities reaching different
conclusions than other entities in similar circumstances. This is particularly true with respect to
non-core assets and high-volume low-dollar leases. Paragraph BC 119 indicates renewals at
market-value must be considered in this evaluation. That provision would be even more difficult
to apply and require more speculation. including what market renewal costs will be. Since
virtually any transaction can be entered into at market, including market value renewal options in
the lease term would not seem to add anything to the faithfulness of financial statements. An
alternati e would be to include market value renewals only if it is reasonably assured they will
he exercised and the costs under the market renewals can he reliably measured. A more
workable and practical approach would be to use a criteria such as reasonably assured for all
renewal options. This ould also reduce the frequency of changes from and the uncertainty in
reassessments as set forth at the end of paragraph BCI 19. Such a provision would necessitate
including information in the Basis for Conclusions discussing what reasonably assured means in
this context and how to approach making such determinations in order to reduce inconsistencies
hetvccn entIties. Howcer. ie beliexe the ineonicteneie under a reasonahl\ assured approach
\ou1d he far less than under the more likei than not approach.
Question 9: Lease payments
Do you agree that contingent rentals and expected payments under term option penalties and
residual alue guarantees that arc specified in the lease should be included in the !ncasuremL’nt
ot assct and lzaI’ilitie arising from a Icac using an cpcctcd outconu technique? Uilv or o ill
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not? If not, how do you propose that a lessee or a lescor should account/or contingent rentals
and expected payments under terni option penalties and residual value guarantees and why?
Do you agree that lessors should only include contingent rentals and expected pa vnic’nts under
term option penalties and residual ‘.aluc guarantees in the measurement of the rig/it to receive
lease paumnents if they can be reliably measured:’ Jim or why not?

The concerns and issues raised in response to Question 8 are even greater in regard to the ED
proposal for determination of lease payments. Again there will be a great deal of subjectivity
regarding contingent rentals that will require estimates or furecasts of the underlying factors
leading to the contingent rental pa\ments. In response to Question 7. we recommended
excluding lease options from the lease term. which would result in payments related to option
periods being excluded from the lease payment calculations. However, if option periods are
retained in the lease term and, if market value renewal options are proposed to be included in the
determination of the lease term, the market value lease payments must be included. Forecasting
future market value rentals will be very difficult and een more subjective, as well as being
nearly impossible to audit. The requirement to use a probability-weighted average of cash flows
from a reasonable number of outcomes further exacerbates the difficulty and practicality of the
approach set forth in the ED.
We are further concerned that the inclusion and disclosure of contingent rents could be
considered fonvard looking information and are uncertain if those items would be encompassed
under the safe harbor provisions of the SEC rules and regulations. Furthermore, in situations
where contingent rents are based on future revenues, operation income, net earnings or other
similar metrics, the disclosure of contingent rental arrangements and their amounts could result
in users of financial statements being able to calculate management’s forecasts of those metrics,
which management may not intend to make public. If the concept of estimating future
contingent rentals is retained in a final standard, the FASB should obtain the SEC’s position on
the safe harbor issue and include it in the final standard.
We recommend that contingent rental payments, term option penalties. and residual value
guarantees be included in the lease payments for both lessees and lessors only where they can be
reliably determined and measured. As set forth in Question 8, we recommend excluding market
value renewals. but if retained. market value renewals should be included only if it is reasonably
assured they will be exercised and the costs under the market renewals can be reliably measured.
Question 10: Reassessment
Do jou agrce that lcssc c s and lcsors should i emeas urc ass cts and liabilitic c arising under a
lease when changes in facts or circumstane s indicate that therc is a signi/k ant c hange in the
!iabiimt to make lease paimcntc or in the right to receive /eace payments ari\ing train c?iumlges in
the lcae term or contingent painu’nts (including expec ted pattnenrc undcr terni option penalties
and residual value guanmnrces) since the previous reporting period? lilty or iihy not? I/not.
what other basis would you propose for reassessment and why?
.\lthough the concept that leases only need to be remeasured when there is a significant change
appears to he a logical approach. it s ill not be simple or straightforssard to apply. At each
reporting date. there will still he a need to assess each lease arrangement in some manner to
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determine that there has not been a significant change. Auditors will require that this
determination be factually based and documented in a manner that can be subjected to audit
procedures. rhis will be a much more extensive and time-consuming process than we believe is
contemplated by the ED even when no remeasurement is necessary. If retained, a final standard
should provide additional guidance on the meaning of significant. as well as the methods and
extent of making such determinations, including examples.

Sale and leaseback
lhis exposure draft proposes that a transaction should he treated as a sale and leaseback
transaction on/v ii the trans/er meets the conditions/or a sale ott/ic underliing asset and
proposes to use the same criteria/or a sale’ as those used to distil? gins/i betiieen purchases vi.
sales and leases. If the contract represents a sale of the underlying asset, the leasehack a/sc)
would fleet the definition ofa lease, rather than a repurchase of the underlying asset by the
lessee ‘paragraphs 66 6. B31 and BCI6O BC16
,).
7
Question ii
Do iou agree iiith the criteria/br classification as a sale cind leasehack transaction? Jl7zv or
why not? If not, iihat alternative criteria would you propose and ithy?
We agree with the criteria for transactions entered into after the effective date of a final standard.
As discussed under Question 16 below, a final standard should address transactions that were
entered into prior to that effective date. We believe those prior determinations should not be
readdressed and that transactions that met the requirements for sale and leaseback accounting
under accounting literature that was effective at the inception of the transactions should continue
to apply sale and leaseback accounting. This would result in a lease obligation and right-of-use
asset being recorded in the same manner as other existing leases.
Presentation
This exposure dra/i proposes that lessees and lessors should present 1/ic assets, liabilities,
income (or revenue,), expenses and cash flows arising from leases separatelyfrom other assets,
liabilities, income, expenses and cash/lows (paragraphs 25 2, 42 45, 60 63 and
RC142-BC 159).

In general. we believe the Presentation and Disclosure sections should be changed to state that
the items specified are prefelTed methods. hut to acknowledge that each entity should determine
the approach that is best for it based on its facts and circumstances, For example, an entIty
whose primary business is leasing equipment to others should present the lease liabilities and
nght-of- use assets on the face of the balance sheet. Ho e er, another entity might hax e
significant leasing activity a’ lessee and or lessor. hut not of the magnitude that it nould
otherwise disclose on the face of the balance sheet, so disclosure in the footnotes would be more
appropriate. The leasing actiities of other entities might be minor enough that disclosure is not
warranted. To require all entities to present information on the face of the balance sheet would
lead to line items being shorn on the balance sheet that are not meaningful to users of financial
statements. Each entity should he allon ed to determine the presentation that presents its fact and
circumstances in the manner that is most useful to users. Other comments on these sections are
presented helon
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Question

12:

Statement offinancial position

(a) Do iou agree that a lessee should present liabilities to make lease payments ccparatclv trot!!
other fInancial liabilities and chou/d present ri ght—of use assets as ii they were tangible assets
ii ithin property, plant and equipment. but separate/v from assets that the lessee does
not lease
paragraphs 25 and BCJ43—BC]45? Why or why not? Ifnot, do iou think that a lecsee should
disclose this information in the notes instead? What alternative presentation do you propose and
(hi Do iou agree that a lessor applying the performance obligation approach should present
underlying assets, rights to receive lease payments and lease liabilities gross in the statement of
financial position, totalling to a net lease asset or lease liability (paragraphs 42, BC148 and
BC149,’? Why or why not? If not, do von think that a lessor should disclose this information in
the notes instead? What alternative presentation do you propose and win?
(ci Do iou agree that a lessor applying the derecognition approach should present rights to
receive lease payments separately from other financial assets and should present residual assets
separately within property, plant and equipment (paragraphs 60, RC154 and BCJ55,)? Why or
why not? Do you think that a lessor should disclose this information in the notes instead? What
alternative presentation do iou propose and why?
(‘d,,I Do von agree that lessors should distinguish assets and liabilities that arise under a sublease
in the statement offinancial position (paragraphs 43, 60, BCI5O and BC156,)? Why or why not?
If not, do you think that an intermediate lessor should disclose this information in the notes
instead?

We agree that a lessee should present liabilities to make lease payments separately from other
liabilities. The separate presentation appears reasonable as the manner in which the lease
liability is being determined is different from other liabilities presented on the statement of
financial position. We also agree with presenting right-of-use assets as if they were tangible
assets within property. plant and equipment since we believe the right-of-use asset is essentially
property and this presentation provides useful information to users of financial statements. If a
final statement were to include leases of intangibles, right-of-use assets applicable to those
arrangements should be included with other intangibles.
For lessors applying the performance obligation approach, we do not agree that they should
present a net lease asset or lease liability (being the total of underlying lease assets, rights to
receive lease payments and lease liabilities) We believe netting these balances together would
be inappropriate as there is no legal right of offset, Also, if there was a net lease liability, it
would result in the owned asset being presented on the liability side of the balance sheet. which
‘eems Inappropriate and confusing dditionailv. the concept of nettins the arnount% on the
\tatemcnt of financIal position could create “clutter” on the balance sheet and ma\ confuce users
.

of financial statements. The lease receix able and obligation should be presented eparateiy
within the statement of financial position and. if meaningful to an understanding of the financial
statements, the net asset or liability should be presented in the footnotes. The FASB should
consider prox icling additional guidance within the ED as to u hethcr a short and long—term
pre’entat1on would be required on the lease recei able.
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For lessors applying the derecognition approach, showing residual assets separately within
property. plant and equipment should be left to the discretion of each entity based on its facts and
circumstances.
We do not believe that subleases should automatically be required to be presented as assets and
liabilities on the statement of financial position but should be left to the discretion of each entity
based on its facts and circumstances, For example. if a lessee has sublet an entire building then it
might be appropriate to present the assets and liabilities resulting from the sublease on the face of
the statement of financial position. Kowe\ er. if the lessee has only sublet a minor portion of a
building the additional presentation of an asset and liability would appear better suited to he
disclosed in the footnotes.
Question 13: Income statement
Do you think that lessees and lessors should present lease income and lease expense separately
from other income and expense in the income statement (paragraphs 26, 44, 61. 62, BC146,
BCJ5J, BC152, BC157 and BC158? JJ7 or why not? If not, do von think that a lessee should
disclose tizat information in the notes instead? I
iv or why not?
7
We agree that the separate presentation of lease income and expense is appropriate if the
amounts are material to the overall financial statements of the entity. Again, this should be left
to the discretion of each entity based on its facts and circumstances.
Question 14: Statement of cash flows
Do you think that cash flows arisingfrom leases should be presented in the statement ofcash
flows separately from other cash flows (paragraphs 27, 45, 63, BC147, BC]53 and BC159,)?
Why or why not? ifnot, do you think that a lessee or a lessor should disclose this infbrmation in
the notes instead? Why or why not?
Fundamentally, we agree that leasing cash flows should be presented separately on the statement
of cash flows for both lessees and lessors, assuming the cash flows are significant to the cash
flows of the organization.
Disclosure
Question 15
Do von agree that lessees and lessors should disclose quantitative and qualitative information
that:
à) identifies and explains the amounts recognized in the financial statements arising from
leases; and
thi dewribs izoi !case5 ma dftCL t the amount. toning and uncei rainti of the enrzrt s tnrurc ca.iz
/1011 c?
paragraph5 ‘Ii “t6 and B( ‘JO’S DCI 83/ II h, or i by not/ If not, Iioi woi/d on amend the
objectives and v hv?
-

We beliex e paragraph 71 should be further modified to indicate that the items listed are
suggestions or guidelmec that should he considered as each entit de\ elops the disclosures that
are appropnate for Its facts and circumstances and acknon ledge that omc items rna not be
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relevant at all, We also question hether a model that attempts to provide greater transparency
related to leases by recognizing assets and liabilities on the face of the financial statements
should also result in significantly increased disclosure requirements.
\Ve agree that more quantitati\ e information should be disclosed in the notes to financial
statements due to the assumptions that i ill be required of management to determine appropriate
lease assets and liabilities. Howe er, we are concerned that the proposed disclosures may be
interpreted as requiring that a very specific set of items be disclosed, with no options given, to
meet the quantitative requirements. It does not appear to us that all of these items ould he
necessary for users to understand that certain assumptions have been made to arrrie at the lease
asset and liability. Additionally, it is our belief that the olurne of these quantitative disclosures
in many cases will overwhelm users and they will not hilly comprehend what is being
communicated, substantially diminishing the usefulness of the information. We also have a
concern that by requiring each of the quantitative items to he disclosed that a “boiler plate”
disclosure will e olve that will not provide adequate and transparent information to users.

We do not agree with the requirement that a lessee shall disclose a reconciliation of opening and
closing balances of right-of-use assets and liabilities to make lease payments, disaggregated by
class of underlying asset, and shall also show the total cash lease payments paid during the
period. With the increased presentation requirements this disclosure requirement may be
redundant for a lessee if lease incorne’expense is reported separately in the income statement and
lease payments are separately reported in the statement of cash flows. With substantially all of
the information already presented on the face of the financial statements, the additional rollforward disclosure does not appear to add much value. Additionally, we believe that the costs of
separately tracking this information outweigh any benefits that users may receive.
We are unclear as to what information is being required by the reference in paragraph 84 to
disclosure requirements in the Accounting Standard Update, A ccounting jbr Financial
Instruments and Revisions to the Accounting for Derivative Instruments and fledging Activities
Financial Instruments (Topic 825) and Derivatives and Hedging (Topic 815). If these disclosure
requirements are pertinent to certain lease transactions, the requirements should be included in a
final standard as opposed to referencing to another section of the current guidance.
—

We are unclear on what is being requested in paragraph 85. The first sentence discusses a
maturity analysis sho ing undiscounted cash flos but the second sentence asks that analysis to
distinguish amounts recognized on the balance sheet twhich are recorded on a discounted basis).
Furthermore, presenting the analysis on an undiscounted basis seems inconsistent with the basic
concepts of the ED that the lease liabilities are essentialLy longterm debt (where the maturity
anaisis currentli required Ofli\ includes prncpal amounts and excludes mteiesfl. \Vc
recummend that this paragraph he clarified in a tinal statement.
Transition
Question 16
ía) Thic exposure drafi proposes that lessees and lessors should recognize and measitre all
outstanding leases as of the dare of initial apphcLItion acing a implitIcd rcIrospedn approach
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(paragraphs 68—96 and BCl6 BCI 99 Are these propoal.c appropriate! 17 or Hill 1101! 1/
not, iihat transitional requirenlL’nrs do iou propose and nhv?
(h) Do you think fit/i retrospective application of lease accounting requirements should be
permitted? Why or why not?
(c) Are there any additional transitional issues the boards need to consider? I/yes, which ones
and i hv?
(‘onceptuallv. the full retrospective application would provide a better and more accurate
representation of the application of the ED. We understand and agree with the need to allow the
simplified retrospective approach as a practical accommodation. However, we believe entities
should be allowed the option to use the full retrospective application as well since it does provide
a better representation. We believe preparers should be allowed to use this option on a lease-bylease basis. For example, a preparer may have a small number of major leases for buildings,
plants, major equipment, etc. for which the effort to apply the full retrospective method would be
justified, but a large number of minor leases for vehicles. copiers, computers, etc. for which the
effort would not be justified. We understand this alternative would result in a certain degree of
inconsistency among preparers, but believe the increased accuracy outweighs the inconsistency.
A full retrospective application would necessitate evaluation of leases that existed during any
periods presented including those that have expired at the date of the latest balance sheet
presented for which no lease liabilities or right-of-use asset would be recorded. Financial
statement amounts related to these expired leases would likely be immaterial and we do not
believe there is much value to making the computations necessary to include them in the
implementation of a final standard. Accordingly, we recommend that the transition section
provide that expired leases may be excluded unless they are of a magnitude that the financial
statements would be misleading.
Paragraph 90 provides that upon initial application a right-of-use asset is recorded equal to the
lease liability, which is calculated as the present value of the remaining lease payments. There is
no provision for dealing with initial indirect costs, which appears to be inconsistent with the
application for leases entered into subsequent to initial application.
The ED is not clear on how it is to be applied to contracts that were entered into prior to the
effective date of certain prior FASB technical pronouncements that were to be applied
prospectielv. For example. certain sale and leasehack transactions entered into prior to the
effectie date of SEAS 98 would not be accounted for as sales and leasebacks under current
literature. Similarl’. contracts that ere assessed prior to the effectie dates ofEITF Issues 9810 and 01-8 might he e\aluated differently under current literature The FASR should clarify if
the intent is that arrangements entered into and accounted for a specified under accounting
literature existing at that time arc to he reevaluated or if the intent is that a final standard ouid
be applied to the accounting that already exists, We believe it would be inappropriate to require
these arrangements to be readdressed, Therefore, a final standard should accept the prior
determinations and provide that the ne accounting apph only to such arrangements that
pre\ iouslv ha e been determined to he leases.
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Similar to comments made under Question 3 above, the FASB should consider developing a
practical accommodation for the transition of high-volume low-dollar leases. Determining the
lease term. contingent rents, remaining payments, etc. for what could be thousands of leases.
with relatively’ low payment amounts, for many entities will require cost and effort that will he
significantly above the benefit gained.
Benefits and costs
Question 17
Paragraphs BC200—BC205 set out the hoards’ assessment of’the costs and benefits of the
proposed requirements. Do you agree wit/i the boards assessment that the benefits ofrhe
proposals would outweigh the costs? Why or why not?
‘

We do not agree that the benefits of the proposals as set forth in the ED outweigh the costs of
implementing the proposals, primarily for the reasons outlined in responses to the above
questions. We agree with and would reiterate the concerns set forth in paragraph BC203. Those
concerns continue to be very significant even acknowledging that changes were made in the ED
as set forth in paragraph BC205. While the treatment of options and contingent rentals may have
been modified, it will still be extremely onerous for many entities as proposed in the ED.
Although the ED does not require a detailed examination of every lease unless a significant
change is expected to occur, every lease will still need to be assessed every reporting period to
make a determination that a significant change is not expected to occur. What constitutes a
significant change is not a universally agreed to concept so it will be determined very
subjectively and will result in great variability and inconsistency in application. Auditors will
require documentation of this process that undoubtedly will have to be much more extensive than
a statement that a cursory review of overall circumstances was made and no significant changes
in leases are expected to occur.
Paragraph BC205 indicates accommodations were made in developing the ED, including a
simplified approach to short-term leases. The definition of short-term leases is arrangements
having a maximum possible term of 12 months, including renewal options. We believe that only
very minor rental arrangements will come under this provision and that the amounts involved
will be immaterial. Defining short-term leases so narrowly does not accomplish much in the way
of accommodating the extensive effort that will he required to implement the ED as proposed.
We are a relatively small entity. but have over 70() individual lease arrangements. We believe
many entities will have much larger lease portfolios than we do. Each of our leases would need
to be assessed at initial implementation and monitored/updated at each reporting period going
forward. We believe the costs of applying the accounting and disclosures proposed in the ED
x odLi i atx outw eiah thur beLLetits It should 1
L. no ed tfl It
Nt majoi lt\ ut the number ut
our lease arrangements are fbr vehicles and equipment similar to the non-core assets discussed in
paragraph BC39. However, the vast majority of the dollars associated with our leases are from
core assets, which are integral to our business, that are covered by four lease arrangements. If a
final standard were to contain a more simplified and straight forward approach to some of the
concerns such as lease term. contingent rentals, and reassessment as well as the concerns
outlined n Qat’aion 3 ahoc regrdipg high-olume lo dollar lcae ot non-core t’pe assets
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we believe that the benefits would justify the costs. Otherwise, we cannot support the issuance
of a final standard in the form proposed in the ED.
As stated abo\e. many of the determinations that need to be made to implement the basic
concepts of recording liabilities for future lease payments and offsetting right-of-use assets will
involve extensive detailed computations that will be developed using assumptions that will
involve extensi\ e subjectivity. The entire process ill be cry difficult to audit and we believe
will likel\ result in significant increases in audit fees thereby further idening the gap between
the costs and benefits.
‘

Other comments
Question 18
I)o iou have ant other

comments

on the proposals:?

The FASB should consider addressing if or how a final standard would impact the accounting for
Asset Retirement Obligations or other end of life obligations and whether those are to be
included in lease computations and disclosures.

We agree with the concerns and positions of the Edison Electric Institute regarding power
purchase agreements and the application of lease accounting to regulated entities raised in their
letter dated December 15, 2010.
A final standard should address the treatment between related parties as currently discussed in
ASC Topic 840.
Comments regarding specific paragraphs in the ED not addressed in response to the above
questions are as follows:
19. We believe this paragraph would more clearly set forth the intent of the ED if it was worded
similarly to paragraph BC 135 with respect to changes in the discount rate. To accomplish this
the first sentence would be replaced with the following taken from paragraph BC 135 The
discount rate used to determine the present value of lease payments should not be revised when
there are subsequent reassessments of the expected lease term or contingent rentals, unless the
lease payments are contingent on x ariable reference interest rates.
24. This paragraph requires that a determination under Topic 350 be made at each reporting date
to determine if there is an impairment loss related to the right-of-use asset. The reference to
Topic 350. hich is Intangibles seems ncon’istent with paragraph 5 that states right-of-use
assets should he presented nithin propert. plant. and equlpment as if the\ \kere tangbie asset.
In addition, the reference to Topic 350 could lead to a determination that the Impairment anal3sls
should be done on a discounted cash flow basis similar to the approach used for goodwill. That
approach would result in an impairment and adjustment of the right-of-use asset tthen the
appropriate discount rate exceeds the incremental boiToning rate at initial measurement. We
belice a fundamental purpose of the ED is to create a right-to-use asset that is essentiall
propert. Therefore, w. e beliex e the reference in this paragraph should be to Topic 360. If a final
standard ultimately includes leases relating to intangibles, there would need to he a
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differentiation based on the nature of the leased item. Also. the requirement to make an
impairment assessment at each reporting date would appear to be inconsistent with the
impairment assessments required under both Topics 350 and 360. We recommend the reference
to each reporting date he removed and simply state that right-of-use assets should he assessed for
impairment in accordance with Topic 360 (and 350 if leases of intangibles are uhimatelv
included).
Al. Consideration should be given to providing definitions for the terms
intermediate lessor. and term option penalties.

head lease,

B12. This paragraph requires the lessor to discount lease payments using the rate the lessor
charges the lessee. For many entities being a lessor is not an integral part of their revenue
generating activities, but they may enter into leases or subleases of assets not currently used in
their normal business activities as a means of maximizing earnings. In those cases, the entities
do not charge the lessee an interest rate as part of the lease payment. The lease terms, including
the monetary amounts of lease payments, are merely negotiated and agreed to by the parties
without an interest rate being considered. These types of transactions should be addressed if a
final standard is issued. We recommend that the lessor’s incremental borrowing rate be used for
these transactions.
B17. Although we have raised concerns about the determination of the lease term in our
response to Question 8 above, if the proposed determination is retained we have this comment on
paragraph BI 7. We find the example provided in this paragraph to be confusing. Perhaps
changing the probabilities so that those listed in (b) and (c) are not the same, such as 45% for (a),
35% for (b), and 20% for (c), would be helpful. The last part of the paragraph could then be
reworded to say There is a 100% chance the term will be 10 years or longer, a 55% chance the
term will be 15 years or longer, but only a 20% chance the term will be 20 years. Therefore the
longest possible term more likely than not to occur is 55% so the lease term is 15 years.
—

Non-public entities
Question 19
Should any of the proposed guidance be diffrentJbr non-public entities (priiate companies and
not—for—profit organizations)? Ifso, u hich requirement(s) and why?
We do not belic\e there is any conceptual basis fur ha\ing different guidance for non-public
entities, Furtherniore, if there are suggestions for different guidance merely because the
proposed concepts are too difficult or time consuming for non-public companies, those
suggestions would be equally applicable to public entities.

As set forth aboe, implementation of the accounting and disclosures proposed in the ED will be
a very time-consuming process that must he adequately planned and executed. Significant
amounts of data must be accumulated and analyzed. Many subjectie decisions must he made
that ill require input from man\ different Ie\ el and departments rthin the entitx. Since a ne’s
standard sould he applied retrospectl\el\. public companies ou[d need to recalculate the
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impacts not only for the three years of income statements required to be presented, but probably
for the additional two years presented in the Selected Financial Data section of public company
filings, In addition. consultation and coordination with independent auditors will be required.
This will be the case e en if our recommendations and accommodations outlined herein are
reflected in a final standard, although to somewhat of a lesser degree. Accordingly, there needs
to be adequate time between the issuance of a final standard and its implementation date to all
for an accurate adoption. We heIie e this period should be least one year and preferably longer.
Consideration should he gri en to delaying the implementation of a final standard for leases. as
well as the other major projects currently under consideration, to coincide with the adoption of
IERS. This would allow for financial statements to only be restated once reflecting all of the
proposals rather than restating multiple times as each new standard becomes effective. A single
restatement would be better understood by and less confusing to users of financial statements.
We believe that there are significant concerns regarding the implementation of the ED as
proposed that have been raised by us, as well as many other respondents. Many respondents
have different views and recommendations on various issues. Because of the magnitude and
complexity of the proposed changes. as well as the significant issues involved, we recommend
that a revised exposure draft be circulated for comment befhre a final standard is issued.

In closing, PNM Resources. Inc. appreciates the opportunity to comment on the FASB’s
Proposed Accounting Standards Update, Leases. In light of the concerns expressed above, we do
not support the issuance of a final standard in the form proposed in the ED and believe that
significant changes to ED should be made in order to make the basic concepts set forth in the ED
workable. We urge the FASB to make the necessary changes to facilitate implementing the basic
concepts.
Sincerely,
{ ..I4Vtz/

Henry A. Ingalls
Director, SEC Reporting and GAAP Analysis
PNM Resources, Inc.

